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Fasciation Street

I met Ashley and Brian a few summers ago at a plant show organized by the Los Angeles
Cactus and Succulent Society. My husband Arthur and I were on a journey to elevate our
garden experience and we were instantly drawn to and began collecting Happy Hour
Ceramics, which buck the trend of the more earthy, roughly hewn pottery sold and displayed
at such events. They also turned out to be two of the sweetest, coolest people you could hope
to meet.

The aesthetics of Happy Hour are playful and often whimsical, yet there’s a straightforward
and steady-handed heft to the graphics, glazes, and silhouettes of the vessels. Ashley and
Brian both have visual arts backgrounds and wide-ranging interests, so it makes sense that in
their cottage industry collaboration as Happy Hour Ceramics you will see references to
Matisse, flower power psychedelia, midcentury modern inspired shapes and patterns, art
deco / art nouveau / arts and crafts movements, and much more. It seems a natural
progression that they would combine their fine art and design sensibilities to create applied
arts that are also at home in a gallery setting.

The variant nature of the work Happy Hour created for this exhibition is akin to the botanical
phenomenon of fasciation. A hormonal, genetic, bacterial, fungal, or viral mutation in plants,
fasciation may also be brought on by some trauma to the plant such as a bug bite (ouch!).
The result—flared, rippled, elongated, or bulbous stalks, fruits, and flowers—can be bizarre
and visually stunning. Collectors clamor for the most extreme examples. Arthur and I have
some amazing fasciated plants in our garden and we love the reactions we get when we
share them with people.

The objects included in this show resemble Happy Hour Ceramics previous work in many
ways, but they have been mutated to a degree that heightens their desirability. A
quintuple-stacked pot nods to Brancusi’s Endless Column and is adorned with a daisy motif
reminiscent of Mary Quant; a large-scale vase in a shape typical of Ming Dynasty ceramics
features a Shaker-meets-hippie flower design; on one wall of the gallery, you will find a
selection of monochromatic works that invoke the sun-bleached skulls of Georgia O’Keefe or
the white-on-white compositions of Louise Nevelson; a series of mosaic tile works, the
first-ever foray by Happy Hour Ceramics into the format, resemble breeze block architecture
of Mexico City and imagined board games. The pieces here are pushed and pulled in new
and unusual ways, causing a visual double-take. The DNA of the work is the same, but the
forms of the individual pieces or the ways in which they are displayed reveal wild and
pleasant abnormalities.

- Darin Klein, December 2022



Happy Hour Ceramics is Ashley Campbell and Brian Porray. Together they make small-batch
ceramic objects and home goods.

Ashley Campbell is a multi-disciplinary artist whose practice functions as a type of
pastiche—a collage of sound performance, video, ceramics, sculpture, and photography.
Processes and ideas are an interwoven structure, each relying on the other to expand the
possibilities and potential meaning of the work. Ashley received a BFA from Art Center
College of Design in Pasadena, CA and is currently earning her Masters of Fine Art at the
University of Oregon in Eugene.

Brian Porray received his MFA in 2010 from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. His work has
been featured in solo and group exhibitions both nationally and internationally and has been
written about in Modern Painters magazine, The Los Angeles Times, ArtPulse magazine, New
American Paintings, and numerous other zines, publications, blogs, and books. He is a 2010
recipient of the Joan Mitchell Foundation award and was a 2012 fellow at the Bemis Center for
Contemporary Art. His work is held in many public and private collections.

Darin Klein has curated and produced exhibitions, artists' publications, and arts programs
which have been featured at venues including The Broad, Craft Contemporary, Hammer
Museum, LACMA, ONE National Gay & Lesbian Archives, Outfest Platinum, Printed Matter’s
LA Art Book Fair at Geffen Contemporary at MoCA, REDCAT, Tom of Finland Art and Culture
Festival, and Upstairs at Paul’s in Los Angeles; MOMA, Printed Matter’s NY Art Book Fair at
Dia:Chelsea, Philips de Pury, and MOMA PS1, and White Columns in New York; 54th San
Francisco International Film Festival, Baer Ridgeway / 2nd floor projects, New Langton Arts,
scene/escena, and SFMOMA in San Francisco; and Dog and Pony in Spokane, WA. He is
currently Associate Director of Events and Programs at The Broad and is co-organizer and
producer with Saskia Wilson-Brown and the Institute for Art and Olfaction of the recurring
Scent Fair LA which showcases practitioners of artisan, independent, and experimental
perfumes.


